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AN ANALYSIS OF THE RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR
PROBLEM OF SUPERPOSED FLUIDS

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the

equation with the

+‘t

where a

has the

u(t)

.

by

George H. Pimbley, Jr.

ABSTRACT

The problem of the shape of the accelerated
interfacebetween a light and a heavy fluid is
introducedusing the velocity potential. It iS
then shown that the problem admits steady-state
solutions that form continuousbranches bifurcat-
ing from a trivial solution, quite a usual pic-
ture with nonlinear problems. With a fixed
periodicity, these branches of solutions are un-
stable if rectilinear coordinate are used. How-
ever, if one of the variables is allowed to be
arc length along the interface,with a fixed
period in the arc length, there exists a branch
of stable steady-statesolutions.

The correspondinginterface shapes are
studied, and would seem to be of interest. When
stable they representposefble initial persist-
ing configurations.

It is difficult to state how this work re-
lates to previous work cited in the references
by other authors. The author haa attempted an
approach that is more fundamenta~in his opin-
ion,than that of previous workers.

following ordinary differential

initial condition

au + bu’ = O, u(o) = Uo, (1.1)

and b are real parameters. This problem

following unique solution

6=U (1..2)
o

2 2at
-bu~ + (a+buo)e

If the only thing we want ia the solution, we are

done. We proceed further, however, and consider the

steady state of the problem in Eq. (1.1) by assum-

ing that u
t
z o.

bu3=-au. (1.3)

‘his is a very simple nonlinear eigenvalue problem

with eigenvalue parameter a. The trivial solution

u ~ O exists, and a bifurcated nontrivial solution

emanating from the bifurcation point a = O, which

branches to the left if b > 0 (Fig. 1).

By inspecting the solution [Eq.(1.2)] of Eqa.

(1.1) we see that if a~O, u(t) +0 as t +CO, what-

ever the initial condition Uo. If, however, a ~ O,

~heni(t)++~. ~utu. i@isthe bifurcated— — b
nontrivial branch of the steady-stateproblem in Eq.

(1.3). The solution tends to this branch whatever

the initial condition U. # O, if a < 0.

We say that the trivial solution of Eq. (1.3)

is stable for a ~ O and unstable for a < O; the

-6 ‘f ‘q.
bifurcated eolution u = + (1.3) is stable
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Fig. 1. Left bifurcatingbranch with exchange of
stability.

for a < 0. There ia an interchangeof stabilities

as one passes from a > 0 to a < 0.

Now if b < 0 in Eqs. (1,1),we have a different

state of affaira. Simply putting t + -t and a + -a

produces the rightward bifurcatingbranch shown in

Fig. 2. The direction of evolution of the solutions

is reversed. For a < 0, u (t) + -whatever the

initial condition U. # O. For a > 0, u(t) + M what-

ever the initial condition U. such that a + bu~ < 0,

whereaa u(t) + O as t + cowhatever the initial con-

dition with a + bu~ > 0. Thus, the trivial solution

ia unstable if a : 0, but stable if a > 0. However,

the right bifurcating solutions of Eq. (1.3), namely

u=+ — r &
, are unstable .

The important role of the steady-statesolu-

tions of Eqs. (1.1) should be appreciated. If they

are stable, the time-evolutionarysolutions [Eq.

(1.2)] of Eqs. (1.1) tend to them for various valuea

u

Fig. 2. Right bifurcating branch with no exchange
of stabilities.

of uo, whereaa if they are unstable they still play

a part in defining regions of radically different

behavior of the solutions..We can expect steady-

state solutions to be important in general time evo-

lutionary problems. Because steady-statesolutions

are more easily obtained, there la some justification

in obtaining them first. This is the viewpoint we

adopt here for the Rsyleigh-Taylorproblem of auper-

poaed fluids.

With the Rayleigh-Taylorproblem, the objects

of interest are the interface between horizontally

stratified layers of fluid, where each layer has a

density differing from the density of neighboring

layera. In the moat simple case, which we consider,

there are two layera and two fluids of densities P1

and p2.

There also is interest in spherically atrati.-

fied layers of fluid of differing densities.
1

For

now we restrict this treatment to the planar case.

Success with the latter is a necessary prologue to

a considerationof the spherical case. Intereat in

the spherical caae doea influence some choices we

must make in treating the planar case, however.

Our asaembly of horizontallystratified layers

ia subjected to a uniform accelerationg perpendicu-

lar to the horizontal interfaces of the fluids at

rest. ‘l%eobject of the theory ia that of studying

how initially planar interfacesare perturbed when

we apply a uniform acceleration. Experimentshave

shown that a plane interface ia unstable when the

accelerationia applied in the direction from the

lighter fluid to the heavier fluid, whence the name

“Taylor Instability.”
2,3

Actually, however, there may exist interfacfal

configuration, or shapes, that are nonplanar and

that may be stable under such an acceleration. There

may be some stability in the problem and it may be a

misnomer to call it “Taylor Inatabi.lity.”The search

for such Interracialshapes does involve the ateady-

state problem.

In Sec. II, we derive the form of this Taylor

problem which we shall uae in the sequel. In Sec.

111, we prove the existence of steady-stateaand

study the resulting interracialahapea. The author

believea these steady statea to have been hitherto

unknown. In Sec. IV, we derive the perturbation

series for these solutions and prove that the series

,
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converge. In Sec. V, we study stability and see that

with rectilinearcoordinates the steady states we

have obtained are unstable, but not unconditionally

so.

Then, in Sec. VI, we reformulate the problem in

terms of arc length of the linear interface,and

find that with a fixed arc-length period there is a

branch of stable steady-statesolutione.

A Summary is included at the end of the report.

II. FORMULATIONOi’THE PROBLEM

We restrict our considerationsto the case of

inviscid, incornpresaiblefluids, and consider all

flows to be irrotational. Also we restrict to the

case of two layers of fluid, one heavy layer of

density PI and one light layer of density p2. In

Fig. 3 we illustrate the situation by placing the

heavy layer on top, the configurationin which one

expects instabilityof a plane interface if the ap-

plied acceleration (-)g is gravity. The equation

of the interface is given aa y = n(x,t). Each

fluid is considered to extend to infinity in the

vertical direction,a mathematical abstraction,em-

ployed in Taylor’s work4 and by many subsequent

authors.

The situation can be regarded in another sense

(Fig. 4) with the heavy fluid beneath the light

fluid, and the entire assembly given a downward

acceleration-g. It seems more reasonable to many

people to portray the heavy infinite fluid on the

bottom.

Yet another abstractionwe make, due to the

phyaicisial?mmons,Chang, and Watson,2 ia that of

= T)(x,t)

x

Y

Fig. 3. Heavy fluid over light fluid under influ-
ence of gravity.

Y

(X,t)

Fig. 4. Light fluid over heavy fluid accelerated
downwards.

setting p2 = 0. ~us we consider

being so light, compared with the

we can neglect ita density. This

sideration,with proper interface

hydrodynamicsproblem only in the

ica

In Eulerfan variablea,

equations

+Uux+vu =
‘t Y

+Uvxi-vv =
‘t Y

the light fluid as

heavy fluid, that

enables the cow

conditions,of the

heavy fluid.

we have the hydrodynam-

1
-7P%

1
i-g

-FPY
(2.1)

in the two-dimensionalregion occupied by the heavy

fluid. Since pl = P = const (becausewe restrict to

the incompressiblecase), p is considered known in

the system given in Eqs. (2.1). Theee are equations

to be solved for horizontal and vertical components

of velocity (u,v). The pressure p in the fluid ia

not known, however, so that Eqs. (2.1) have more un-

knowns than equationa. To determine fully the flow,

we need the equation of mass conservationwhich,

under our assumption of incompressibility,assumes

the form

u +-v =0.
x Y

(2.2)

Thqn Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) form a closed system for

the unknown quantities u, v, p to be solved with

initial conditions, and yet to be consideredbound-

ary conditions.

3



Our treatment of the hydrodynamicsof this prob-

lem closely follows that appearing in Chap. I of

Stoker’s book Water Waves.
5

We restate that we are consideringthe Inviscid

caae. Viscosity does not appear in Eqs. (2.1). For

viacoua fluids,we should need the full Navier-

Stokea system (Ref. 6, Chap. 6).

Aa fully explainedby Stoker (Ref. 5, Qhap. I),

an inviacid fluid, once at rest, flows irrotational-

ly, and we have made the assumption of irrotational

flow. In three dimensions,the curl of the velocity

field vanishes throughout the fluid. Our two-dimen-

sional analog of this is

v -u= o,
x Y

(2.3)

which, togetherwith Eq. (2.2) comprises the famil-

iar Cauchy-Riemannsystem. Then we are enabled to

define a velocity potential @(x,y,t) by the line

integral

XDY

J
O(x,y,t) = - [u(?,~,t)dfi+v(?,~,t)dfl, (2.4)

X09Y0

which, by virtue of Eq. (2.3) and Green’s Theorem

(Ref. 7, p. 252) in the plane, is independentof the

path of integration. By taking path segments par-

allel to the coordinateaxes, one can become con-

vinced that

u = -ax, and v= -fly, (2.5)

i.e., (u,v) = -grad 0, When Eqs. (2.5) are intro-

duced into Eq. (2.2), wa obtain

flm+gyy =0. (2.6)

Thus the velocity potential is a harmonic function

interior to the fluid flow domain.

Further conaequenceastem from the irrotational

character of the flow. Making use of Eqs. (2.1),

(2.3), and (2.5), and tha fact that P = const, we

see that

-gradOt ++ grad(u2 + V2) + grad,: = grad(gy),

()
where o course

grad = $-, ~ .

we use the differentialoperator

A first integral of this latter

axpreasion is Bernoulli’s Law

-(at++(uz+vz) +:- gy - c(t), (2.7)

where C(t) is

taken as C(t)

seen below.

an arbitrary function of t that can be

: 0 with no.loss of generality as is

We had stated that the basic hydrodynamicequa-

tions [Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)]were to be solved for u,

v, and p relative to initial conditionsand yet to

be derived boundary conditions. We now aae that we

are in a position to replace this basic problem with

that of solving Laplace’a equation [Eq. (2.6)] for

the velocity potential O, finding the velocities

(u,v) from Eqs. (2.5), and using Bemoulli’a Law

[Eq. (2.7)] to get the pressure p. of course we

have yet to state what disposition is to be made

with the initial and boundary conditions.

In Eq. (2.7) we can take C(t) : 0 because we

are interested in the pressure gradient; it ia the

latter which enters into Eqa. (2.1). The choice of

C(t) does not affect the pressure gradient or the

fluid flow.

Consider a boundary surface for the fluid, ex-

pressed by the equation ~(x,y;t) = O. Taking the

total derivativewith respect to t, we get

(2,8)

which holds on the bounding surface. Now (~x,~y)

are the components of the vector normal to the sur-

face. Taking into account Eqs. (2.5), we get

whare & , as usual, meana differentiationalong the

normal to the surface, and Vn denotea the cmmon

velocity of fluid and boundary surface in the direc-

tion.norn!alto the surface.

In the caae of a fixed boundary, this givea

the boundary condition

on the surface.

(2.10)

,

.

4
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Most important for our problem is the case of a

free surface such as occurs in Figs. 3 or 4 if we

consider the density of the light fluid to vanish:

p2 = 0. This is a surface where the pressure p is

prescribed,but the form of the surface is not speci-

fied a priori.

.

is the form of

is written ~ =

(2.8) and Eqs.

Oxrlx

.

If we say that

Y = n(x,t) (2.11)

the free surface, then its equation

Y - ~(x,t) = O, and we see from Eq.

(2.5) that

-Oy-nt=o (2.12)

on the surface. Because the pressure p ia prescrib-

ed on the free surface, we must also have, from

Bernoulli’s Law [Eq. (2.7)],wherewe take C(t) ~ 0,

-gn - Ot++(O:+O;)+;=o (2.13)

on the surface.

If we assume, as we do in thf.aTaylor-Rayleigh

problem, th~t the pressure on the free surface is

directly proportionalto the curvature K of the

surface, the constant of proportionalitybeing T,

the surface tension, then Eq. (2.13) is written

-gn - @t ++(o~++ =1 ‘xx
p ~.

y = q(x,t) (2.14)

x

on the surface,

Equations (2.6), (2.12),and (2.14), together

with the vanishing of the velocities as y + - CJin

Figs. 3 or 4, comprise a substitute initial value

problem for the problem consistingof Eqs. (2.1) and

(2.2)0 This is the form of the problem considered

by Emmons, Chang, and Watson2 and later by Kisng.
8

Moreover, it is the specializationof the equations
9of Ijirkhoff to the case where the smaller density

is neglected.

Given initial conditions@(x,y,O) harmonic,and

q(x,O),the initial value problem is thus specified.

Aa with nmst initial value problems, however, fur-

ther boundary conditions must be posed if we wish to

restrict the spatial domain.

With reference to the problem of the stability

of the interfacesbetween spherically stratified

layers of fluid of differing densities,where all

phenomena are periodic in the polar and azimuthal

coordinatevariables, it is of interest in our

planar problem to consider the case where @(x,y,t)

and rl(x,t)are periodic in the variable x with

given base period A.

It might be desired to consider interface sta-

bility problems for stratifiedhorizontal layers of

fluid in a tank of finite dimensions. Thus we must

devise boundary conditions at a fixed wall. Equa-

tion (2.10) gives the proper boundary condition for

the velocity potential o. Posing a condition at a

rigid wall for rl(x,t)requires the presence of vis-

cosity in the problem, however. Thus with our in–

viscid assumption,we are prevented apparently from

considering interface problems in finite tanks.

The author has consideredboundary conditions
an

of the form — + an = O on rigid walls, but with
an

little physical justificationin the inviscid case.

It will turn out that the periodic condition upon

q(x,t) is equivalent to having the condition~ = O

on vertical walls separated by a distance A.

III. BHANCHES OF STEADY-STATESOLUTIONS

Let us put down in orderly fashion the initial-

boundary value problem derived in the previous

section.

D.E.: 0=+ Vyy = o, Y < n(x,t) (3.1)

BC’S

Y = n(x,t)

flx,fly+Oasy+-~

@(x+ A,y,t) =O(X,Y,t)

@x(x +A,y,t) = Ox(x,Y,t)

q(x+A,t) = ~(x,t)

Tlx(X + A,t) = nx(x,t)

5



I.C.’S @(x,y,O) given harmonic

rl(x,O) given

P= PI= density of heavy fluid

T = surface tension

‘g = applied acceleration

See Fig. 5.

Because time does not occur explicity in Eqa.

3.1, the periodicitybehavior we seek in the solu-

tions can be found by posing the following two-point

mixed boundary conditions.

O(o,y,t) =O(fl,y,t),

@x(O,y,t) = @x(A,y,t),

n(o,t) = n(A,t),

and

~x(o,t) = rlx(A,t).

We have here an unusual initial value problem.

Boundary conditionsare imposed along the 10CUS

y = I’l(x,t),which ia unknown until the problem is

solved.

It ia, however, possible to obtain some pre-

liminary informationuseful in solving the ateady-

atate case without knowing the form of y = rl(x,t).

We ask: Does the initial value problem in Eq. (3.1)

have ~ 8teady-state solutions, i.e., solutions

such that all time derivativesvanish? If so, the

time-dependentproblem [Eqs. (3.1)]will have solu-

tions tending to these steady-statesolutions pro-

vided they are stable in some sense. There will be

time-dependentsolutions tending away from the

steady-statesolutions if they are at all unstable.

Thus unstable steady-statesolutions can be useful

X,t)

Fig. 5. Physical arrangement
by Eqs. (3.1).

for problem described

in classifying the initial data.

In this report, therefore,we consider mainly

the problem [Eqs. (3.1)]with vani.ahingtime deriva-

tives.

Restricting to this steady-state case, we prove

a result, obtained by K. Gustavaon and J. Wolkowi-

sky at the Los A.LamesScientificLaboratory in 1971,

to the effect that the velocity potentiala(x,y) =

const.

Theorem 1: In Eqs. (3.1), let @t = qt = O. Then

O(x,y) = const.

Proof: The interface equation y = q(x) is repre-

sented in vector form as (x,rI(x)),which has a

parametrization with respect to x. We refer to

Fig. 6 where the interface curve and the lines

y = O and y = A form the boundary aD of the flow

region D. The tangent to the interface curve ia

the vector (l,rlx(x))again parameterizedwith x,

while the outward-goingnormal (out of the nontriv-

ial fluid) is then given by (-qx(x),l). Hence
aO
T = -rIx@x+ (4Y= O along the interface curve by

/~efirat interface condition [cf Eqs. (3.1)].

Using Green’s half-formula (Ref. 10, P.23),

we can write

a

Fig. 6. Illustrationin proof of Theorem 1.

sidea

x

.

.
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aO
since Vz@ = O in D, ~ = O on the interface, grad

@ = @y+ O on ahori%ntal line tr&cating D, which

is moved to -M ( and which is designated “top”), and

by periodicity, [cf Eqs. (3.1)]. Thus grad 0= O in

D, and @(x,y) = const in D. l%is proves the theorem.

Of course O(x,y) = const implies that steady

states of Eqs. (3.1) will be quiescent states, that

is,the fluid does not move in the flow region. This

is natural because we have assumed the flow to be

irrotational.

The two-dimensionalproblem in the steady-state

case now reduces to a boundary value problem for a

nonlinear ordinary differentialequation (see Eqs.

(3.1) with~t ~@t ~0).

This

condition.

rl(0)= v(A), and nx(0) = rIx(A). (3.2)

problem results from the second interface

namely Bernoulli’s law, and can be seen

to involve Euler’s differentialequation for the

buckled beaml’”2 in a new setting (as was pointed

out by Dr. Norman Bazley).

One way to”atudy a two-point boundary value

problem is to employ

put the differential

n
++u2n=o,
(M@

a “shooting method.” Let us

equation in the form

w ‘@ (3.3)

and consider the initial value problem: TI(0),qx(0)

given.

To get a fi”rstintegral,we multiply the dif-

ferentialequation through by rIx.

nxn=
+ (l?rln = o,

(l+nj : x

whence by quadraturewe have

2
-— +5 / = c,

&

(3.4)

where C ia an arbitrary constant. Equation (3.4)

describes integral curves in the rl,~x phase plane.

We portray these curves for different values of the

constant C in Fig. 7. Note that curves (d) and (e)

are symmetricallydivided and are drawn aa solid

lines. Drawn as dotted curves are the phase plane

characteristicsfor the differentialequation

n=
+ L&=o,3-

(l+T?)2
(3.5)

which will also be useful.

In each case in Fig. 7, the maximum of the

solution is given on the horizontal axis at the

right extremity. We have

+
o v

-a<c <-l

I NO REAL
(o) LOCUS

(e)

Fig. 7. Phase plane diagrams Illustratingsolutions
of Eq. (3.4).

7



no = ~x ‘(x)‘FO<X< II——

(3.6)

We fix the phaae of the interface functionby using

n(o) = no and T_Ix(0)= O aa initial conditionswith

Eq. (3.3). Evolution of the curves in Fig. 7 ia

clockwise in each caae.

In Eq. (3.6) we can solve for C, and define a

new number h.

C.-l+$uw = -1 + 2h, o<h<l.
0 ——

Next we compute the period or x-spread (or

wavelength) of one cycle in the phaae plane for the

integral curve. From Eq. (3.4) we can write

‘“-”m
H1-

$2.,’

.
W92-C

whence

We compute the period as follows (see Fig. 8). .

%
b

o

-l<c<c)

(o) ‘

Fig. 8.

(b)

Illustrationhelpful in period computation,

1

.4.JW’’-Y+ ,
0

0 4[ 1

2

-1 -w#(l-y*)

.

.

,

8



4f

.

withy=+
o

[
w211:.—JJ ‘ 2 1

(l-y*) dy
= 4q

5
>

5$1- y2) +’(1 - Y*)

put y = sin @

with dy = cos e de

, h=*w*q:

=*(C+l)

n

J [1 - 2h cos2Q]dQ.-

‘oz-

= ~ f(h), O< h<&-.

n

I

+4 ~. (1-2h COS29 ]

II
dQ, ~<h<l

a/1-hCOS%

co~-l 1

z

~ fl(h) +$ f2(h),..— ;<h <l. (3.7)

Note that for O ~ h 5$, f(h) E i, while for

~< h < 1, fl(h) E +, and f2(h) ~ +. Of course

in~<h< 1, f(h) =-fI(h) +f2(h). Thus, over

O~h < lwe have f(h) E + (see Fig. 9).

We wish to match periods. We seek solutions

of the boundary value problem [Eqs. (3.2)] of

periods respectively

~AA
‘ 7’ 3 ‘‘t=”

t I

21r

o 42 1
-h

I

I

Fig. 9. Illustrationsuggesting shape of the
function f(h).

Thus we wish to solve the equation

for h, putting m = 1, 2, 3, ... . This is done

graphicallyby noting intersectionsof WA with

4mf(h) (see Fig. 10).

4mf

Iolr
I

87L I

+’@
3

-

67r

4U > f WA

2U

o
h

h4

Fig. 10. Intersectionsyielding solutions of the
boundary value problem in Eqs. (3.2).

The resulting hi = ~ (Ci + 1) values are then

used in the initial data

n(o) = rlo = J_?=w”.(o)=o
These initial data are then used with Eq. (3.3) to

yield branches of solutions of the boundary value

problem [Eqs. (3.2)].

9



The solution branches

Fig, 11, where we plot the

aPpear as suggested in

applied accelerationg

where

Fig. 11. Bifurcationof solutions of problem in
Eqs, (3.2) and dependence of their norms
upon the parameter g.

against the sup norm rlo= ~ ~~x< * ~(x) of the

solution. They form continuousiOci in a function

space as g varies and thus aa w =
r
~ varies in

Fig. 10, and aa the intersectionsvary in Fig. 10.

The nontrivial solutionsbifurcate from the trivial

solution q(x) S O at the g values (primarybifurca-

tion points).

()21ml 2
13m=; ~ m = 1, 2, 3, . . . .

Since rlo=
c

4h
o <mXx< A ‘(x) = -ii’

and since

for all intersecti~nsIn Fig. 10, h: t 1, we have

rlo+ =as u+ O, or as g + O. Thus every branch

of solutions becomes infinite in norm as g + O,

g>o.

The phase plane curves labeled (e) in Fig. 7,

defined for h > 1, result in loci of solutions for

u ~ O. We may treat them later for completeness.

It is of interest to investigate the functions

that make up these branches of solutions of the

steady-stateproblem with a view to their shape in

q as a function of x c [o,A]. We can do this by

examining ths curves of Fig. 7.

For-l<C<O, orO<h <$, Fig. 7b applies,

This oy~l phase plane characteristicpertains to

values of u that yield hi values with O < h < ~ in
i

Fig. 10. The correspondingrange of g values, for

the firat branch, is

L

J4f(h) = 4 l-2h COS2@ de > 0

OGZZI”

is the function plotted in Fig. 9. In this range the

function near g = gl is almost proportional to
271

cos — x, differing from it by what will be seen toA
be the higher

Fig. 12a).

When

terms of a trigonometricseries (see

it is seen from Fig. 7C that zeros occur with infi-

nite slope (see Fig. 12b).

For

2

()
8++Q ,

the phase plane characteristic

7d. Herethe inner part of the

mot actually a solution of Eq.

that pertains is Fig.

phsse plane cycle is

(3.3),but rather of

Eq. (3.5). Equation (3.5) would be the differential

equation derived from Eqs. (3.1) if Bernoulli’sLsw,

the second interface condition, possessed a curva-

ture term in which the root carries the minus sign.

Such is the case when the arc length

of the curve y = ~(x) evolves in a direction oppo-

site to that of x (Ref. 13, pp. 207-209). The

result is shown in Fig. 12c, and tbe function ?’)(x)

ia double valued in places.

I shou d be possible to compute the value of

()
g<z~z

P
where the bubble pinches off (see

Fig. l~d). fiithreference to Figs. 12d, 7d, and the

functions f2(h) and fl(h) defined by Eq. (3.7) and

which’represent, respectively,the x-length in

which rI(x)is governed by Eq. (3.3) and the negative

x-length governed by Eq. (3.5) in a quarter cycle,

it seems clear that such a g value should give us an

h-intercept in Fig. 10 (lower curve), which is a

solution of the equation f2(h) = 2f1(h). Because in

the interval %~h < 1, fl(h) E + is positive with

~;~ f(h) = m and f(~) = (),wher~s f2(h) ~ + is

10
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I
I

Fig. 12. Illustrationssuggesting interface shapes along the first
branch of bifurcated solutions,ss g decreases.

positive and bounded, the equation f2(h) = 2f1(h) is

uniquely solvable for an h-value in the interval.

If we let h* be this value, then the pinch-off occurs

at

()* T 4f(h*) 2~=;
A < gm.

For g c g* the branch solutions have no evi-

dent meaning, the functions being multiple valued

wherever defined and are even defined outside of

the interval [o,A]. They may indicate a rising

bubble however.

If any interface forms were to correspond to

‘Fig.7e, they must appear as in Fig. 13 with points

of complete discontinuity. This would be for (AI< 0,

or g imaginary and could hardly be physical.

We summarize Sec. III as follows:

Theorem 2: The steady-stateproblem of Superposed

Flow under inviscid, incompressible,irrotational

conditions,and with periodic boundary conditions,

and under the assumption that one density can be

neglected, (i.e., Eqs. (3.1) where we set @t ~ ~t ~

O) reduces to Eqs. (3.2) for the interface shape

alone. There exists a sequence {gm}, m = 1, 2, 33

()

T 2mT
of primary bifurcation points, where gm = ~ ~ ,

A being the assumed base period. Equations 3.2

have the trivial solution r)~ O whatever the value

of the acceleration g. At each bifurcation point

gm, a continuous branch of nontrivial solutions

appears, bifurcating to the left. These branches

represent interface shapes for given values of g.

The evolution of these shapes is portrayed inF&. 12.

11
.



nl(o) = III(A), and ?lIx(o) = nix(A). (4.2)

Fig. 130 Hypotheticalinterface corresponding
phase diagram in Fig. 7c.

IV. BRANCHES OF SOLUTIONSBY PERTURBATION

Mainly becauae we shall need perturbation

series solutions in our stability analyses, let us

undertakenow to find perturbationsolutions of the

boundary value problem [Eqs. (3.2)].

With a yet-to-be-determinedparameter E, we

formally substitute the following series into Eqs.

(3.2)

n(x) = all(x) + &2(x) + A3(X) + ... (4.la)

and

+ glm
2

E + g2mE
3+

g=13m i-g3mE ... . (4.lb)

Inserting the series into the differential

equation, equating the coefficientsof the powera of

s to zero, and attaching the boundary conditions at

each step we get the following succession of linear

problems, remembering that we fix the phase, i.e.,

n(o) =
o <mqx<A ‘(x)” Also, we employ the repre-

~1+n2;+.1_2sentatlon- -
3“5 4

~ rl:+~.~llx
3“5”7 6

x
-~tlx+ ... .

A.

12

Sequence of Linear PerturbationProblems Solved

First-OrderProblem

H
2

This problem has the solution g = $ A , rll(x)

= ~COS ~ X, where the no~~lized eigenfunction

nl(x) is unique.

We assume Eql(x), yielded in the first-order

problem, to comprise the entire component of the

expansion [Eq. (4.la)] in the linear eigenspaceM
m

associatedwith gm. That is, if we consider the

problem [Eqs. (4.2)] in the Hilbert Space L2(0,A)

(Ref. 14, pp. 57-73), the one-dimensionallinear

eigenapaceMmC L2(0,A) is spanned by the unique nor-

malized eigenfunctionTIl(X). ~reover, we have the

decompositionL2(0,A) = 14mO M where O indicates
m’

the direct sum (Ref. 14, p. 183) and where f r the
i’

situation in Eqs. (4.2) and in the sequel, Mm coin-

cides with the range of the operator (*) + EQ .

with the given boundary conditions. “TThen the emain-

ing terms in ~q. (4.la), after the first, are assum-

ed to be in Mm. There is no loss of generality in

making these assumptions.

Second-OrderProblem

i3mP

‘2XX
+yTl Qn (x),

2’-glmT 1

nz(o) - n2(A), and nzx(o) = T12X(A). (4. 3)

1
Since ~l(x) c Mm, the eigenspace, it is not in Mm

which is the range of the operator on the left in

Eq. (4.3). No solution of Eq. (4.2) can exist,

therefore, unless glm = O.
1

Moreover, since we aasume

that r12E Mm, we must infer that ~2(x) ~ O. We

refer the reader to the Fredholm alternative theorem

(Ref. 14, p. 161), which holds-in Eq. (4.3) and in

the sequel because these linear boundary value prob-

lems are readily converted into Fredholm integral

equations of the second kind.

Third-Order Problem

13mP
+~1-1 =-g %I(X)+ +n:x(x)nl=(x)‘13XX 3 mT

P Cos ~ x
= -gzmy A

.
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T13(0)= V3(A), and T13X(0) = n3x(A). (4.4)

Again, we want the expressionon the right in

Eqs. (4.4) to be in the range of the operator on

the left with boundary conditions. This is true

only if

which leaves the term on the right proportional to
~os @ ~.

A
Thfn the only solution of Eqs. (4.4) in

the subspace Mm is

“3(X)=W)+(*Ycos~x”
Fourth-OrderProblem

+ 31x~2x’&

n4(0) = n4(A), n4X(0) = n4x(A). (4.5)

Because q2(x) ~ O, we see that g3m = OLis nec-

essary in order that the right side be in Mm rather

than M . consequently,r14(x)= O is the only SOIU-
ml

tion in M
m“

We have thus generated fourth-orderperturba-

tion solutions

Tq(x)= pcosyx

-s3”(0%92C“+x+o’”)s
and

‘=: (+y-::&)4+E2+o’.4) “’)

The expansions in Eqs. (4.6) represent them’th

branch of eigenfunctionsof Eqs. (3.2) ae far as

they converge.

It is seen that the expansion parameter c is

simply the norm of the projection of ~(x) on M .
m

As such, the expansion parameter varies from branch

to branch.

B. Proof of Convergenceof the Perturbation Series

Let us rewrite Eqs. (3.2) as followe.

n +:rl=rlxxxx {1-*)
“ l-lxx

{

; n: 3“5 4 ~ 3.5.7 6
-~~x

1
2.4.6 nx- ““” ‘

[nxl <1, n(o) = rI(A),and rIx(0)= nx(A), (4.7)

and set

‘vtl(x,c) = all(x) + s (X,E)

g(E) = gm + E2f(E), (4.8)

where we recall the form arrived at in Eqa.,(4.6).

Here rll(x)=
T
~cos~xandgn= $

(7+“ ‘e
aleo recall that Crll(x)comprises the o~tho’gonal

projection of ~(x,E) E L2(0,A) into Mm, and that we
L

therefore aeek V(x,s) E M Here Mm was ofRcourse
m“

the linear eigenspace spanned by ql(x) =
4; Cos

%x, andM~, the orthogonal complement, coincides

with the range of the operator [cf discussion belaw

Eqs. (4.2)].

SubstitutingEqs.(4.8) into Eq. (4.7),we

V(0) = v(A), and VX(0) = VX(A), (4.9)

as a boundary value problem for the function ‘J(x,c).

Equations (4.9) have a form thatsuggeststhe fol-

lowing sequence of iterative boundary value problems

as a means of solution.

n+lVn + * vn+l =-: fn+l.l -.2: fw

{

1
+~ Ijlltsw)xx 1 -

E2 {l+E%11+E%7;l* }

13



+ (1)1+ W’)m 1+(ill+ h’):

- ~2 3*5

1

~(nl +%’):+... ,

Vn+l(o) = V*+l(A), and V~+l(0)

. Vn+l~ (A),

where V*, f= are the n’th iteratea,

is started with VO Z 0, f“ = O. At

(4.10)

and the process

each step,

existence of a solution requires that the right-
1 n-l-l

handlaide be in Mm, and we seek the solution V

inM. We wish to chow that this process converges
m

to the limitfunction V(x,E)&M~,which solves the

problem of Eqs. (4.9), and which, substitutedinto

Eqs. (4.8), provides the solution of Eqs. (4.7).

Each iterate in Eq. (4.10) is given in terms

of the previous iterate by the mapping

{u,e} = Tc{V,f}, (4.11)

1
where u is givenas the solution,unique in Mm, of

the problem

P13m
u +—

T
u . -Qe ~ -

T1

/
+ (ill+ E2V)=; (nl

- ~2 3“5~ (1’11+E%):

u(0) = u(A), and UX(0) =

# P fv
T

● ~2v)2
x

+
1

... .

UX(A), (4.12)

and e(s) is determined from the conditionfor the

existence.of a solution u of Eqs. (4.12) for the

given VEM~ and f(c)

( )
right side of Eqs. (4.12),~cos ~ x = 0,

u’singthe inner product notation for L2’(0,A). Thus,

e(c) = -c2f(c)(V,nl)

(4.13)

c 2m7Twhere, of course, ~l(x) =
+ Cos -x-x”

The mapping Tc given in Eqs. (4.11) through

(4.13) carriea the spaceg2 of couples

62= [{V,f}lVE C2(0,A), fER]

into itself. Here C2(0,A) denotes the space of

twice’continuouslydifferentiablefunctions defined

on the closed interval [O,A] with the norm

!V(x)l‘O~~x<A lVx(X)lIIV112‘O~~<A _ _
--

+ o~P< A Ivn(x)l——

=[[vllc+l]~l[c+lpnl[ c,

and R denotes the real numbers. We define the fol-

lowing norm for$2.

Ill{v$f}lll= IIVI12+ Ifl. (4.14)

Let us define the “improper”Green’s function

G(x,&) satisfying the problem

G+ ~G--6(x-~)+~coa~ xCOS~&,
xx

G(O,~) = G(A,~), Gx(O,~) = Gx(A,~),

which can be expressed as follows.

* Cos *xcosyc ,

G(x,~) =; .X

:X(+-(*Y

Then Eqs. (4.12) can be written in terms of an

integral operator in M: .

A

J
u(x) = Z.clfvG(x,~) {-~erll + c ~

o

+ (nl + C2V)XX[* (111+ C2V):

- ~2 3*5~ (r11+E2V); + ...]}d~. (4.15)

The kernel G(x,~) is piecewise twice differentiable.

The iterations in Eqs. (4.10),defined in terms

of the mapping for Eq. (4.11),converge provided the

mapping of Eq. (4.11) is contractingon some set.

Below we give such a act.
A. .

Let G, Gx, and Gxx be, respectively,the norms

in L2(0,A) of the linear integral operators gener-

ated, respectively,by the kernels G(x,lj),GX(X,Q,

.

.
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and Gn(x,~) . Then, let ~ = ~ + ix + ;=.

Let there be given a ball SR C .f32with radius

R such that

that is

SR= [{uje} s G21Ill{u,e}lll~R].

After much calculationit turns out that there

exists an e
‘~%2 ‘Uch ‘hat ‘or

0 < IE[ < ~:, TG{u,e} maps SRRinto itself; that 1s,

O< lcl<Eoand{u,e}E SR~Tc{ue}gS_

‘gain> ‘here ‘Xists an .l’m~
such that for O < IEI < s~, Tc{u,e} is contracting

sR; that is O <lEl < E, and {ul,el} E SR, {u2,e2} E

SR implies that

11/Tc(u13e1)- Tc(u2,e2)l/I:e[Il{ul,el} - {u2.e21ii[,

where e ia some number with O < e < 1, independent

of c for O <lel~el.

The above facts can be shown by lengthy but

quite standard procedures. We can use the smallest

of E
o’ ‘1”
Then we have the estimate

IIl(un+p,en+p)- (un,en)lll

~ 1 Qljl(unw-l,enm-ll - (uMq-2,en+q-2)11[
q=l

Sq~1Qn+qlll(u2,e21- (ul,ell]l[

*O as n-~, (4.16)

which is the Cauchy criterion for convergenceof the

iterative sequence {un,en}. Hence by completeness

there exists a limit pair {u*,e*} which, by conti-

nuity, provides a solution of Eqs. (4.9) unique in

the neighborhoodof the origin {V,f} = {0,0} pro-

vided by the ball SR, and valid for O < {El < s .

A solution of Eqs. (4.9) leads to a solution of”

Eqs. (4.7) by means of Eqs. (4.8).

In the iterative

{un+l,en+ll=

where en+l iS defined

process,

Tc{un,en},

in terms of en by Eq. (4.13)

(with en for f), and where.un+l is defined in terms

of Un by Eq. (4.15) (with Un for V), which process

is shown above to converge in the norm [Eq. (4.14)],

each iterate is an analytic function of c. The

iteration starts with {0,0], and each iterate {un,en]
n-1

has components expressed in terms of analytic u ,
n-1
e and E as analytic expressions. Moreover, it

can be seen that the estimate of Eq. (4.16) can be

made uniform in c in any closed subset of the disk

r)~lEl <E . Thus, the iterates {un,en] converge
o

uniformly to the limit function on ~ closed subset

of O:/sl<sO and so the limit pair {u*,e*} has com-

ponents analytic in the disk O~lSl<So. Thus u*

and e* can each be developed in convergent E power

series in the disk.

The expressions for u* and e* are now inserted

in Eqs. (4.8) for V,f to give the convergent E

power series expansions for ~(x,c) and g(c).

These a priori convergent power series expan-

sions in c are now used as the expansions [Eqs.

(4.1 a,b)] and the first few coefficientsare pro-

duced by the succession of linear problems in the

first part of this section.

We can summarize Sec. IV by stating the follow-

ing result.

Theorem 3: The solutions (g,q(x))of the boundary

value problem [Eqs. (3.2)],belonging to them’th

branch, m= 1, 2, 3, ... , which represent inter-

face shapes under steady-stateconditions for given

g, are analytic in a parameter E = (Tl(x),Tll(x)).

Here ql(x) is the normalized solution of the linear-

ized problem stated in Eqs. (4.2). Thus, E is the

magnitude of the projection of II(X)on the one-

dimensional space spanned by ql(x), which we have

called M . l%is analyticity holds in at least a
m

small open neighborhood of the origin (the trivial

solution). Hence the solutions (g,~(x))on the

m’th branch can be developed in the convergent

power series [Eqs. (4.1)] in which the first few

terms are given by Eqs. (4.6).

15



v. STAEILITY PROPERTIES

In the preceding two sections we have proven

the existence of steady-statesolutions of the

initial value problem [Eqs. (3.1)] that arisea in

the theory of superposed fluids. We have assumed,

of course, that one of the densities is small

enough to be ignored, and that the viscosities are

zero.

These time-independentsteady-statesolutions

can be used as initial data for Eqs. (3.1)., i.e.,

@(x,y,o) E const, II(x,O)=no(x), whereg, no(x) is

a given solution of Eqs. (3.2). Then quite triv-

ially, a steady-statesolution is a solution of

initial value problem in Eqs. (3.1) with these

initial conditions.

The interfaces in experimentallyobserved fluid

motions do bear some resemblance to the steady- ~ s
s

atate soluti.onaof Sec. III, at least in the shape.

The two points of departure seem to be symmetry and

motion, Experimentallyobserved interface shapes

lack the symmetry about the horizontal axis pos-

sessed by our steady-statesolutions. Moreover,

experimentallyobserved interfacesare in motion

and grow in amplitude. Presumably if experimental

fluid motion were to commence with a eteady-state

solution as interface, this interfacewould persist.

TIIiswould depend, however, on what we can deter-

mine here about the stability of a steady-state

solution.

Steady-statesolutions comprise a very partic-

ular sort of initial data to be used with the

time dependent problem [Eqs. (3.1)]. More general

initial data will function in a manner that must

depend on its relationships to the steady-state

solutions used as initial data. For example, for

the first mode of branch solutions (m = 1) charac-

terized in Sees. III and IV, how do general time

dependent solutions behave if the initial data are

pointwise less, or pointwise greater, than the

steady-statesolution? Much remains to be learned

here.

In considering the stability of a steady-

state solution: @ = const, ~ = no(x), we seek to

study the behavior of the time-dependentsolutions

of Eqs. (3.1)with initial data in some neighbor-

hood of the steady-statesolution. The latter is

stable if all time-dependentsolutions tend to it

that have the initial data lying in the neighbor-

16

hood. It ia unstable if in ~ neighborhoodof the

steady-statesolution, some initial data exist such

that the resulting time-dependentsolution leaves

the neighborhood.

‘khetype of stability analysis given below is

that which has been satisfying in engineeringcir-

cles. It assumes that the neighborhood is suffi-

ciently small that with good approximationwe can

regard the nearby time-dependentproblem as a per-

turbation of the steady-stateproblem, and then we

linearize the former. It has been justified in the

case of the more general Navier-Stokesequations of

fluid flow.6 Our equations are derived from the

Navier-Stokesequations by aasuming the viscosity,

and the rotation of the flow, to be zero. However,

our problem is complicatedby a free interface, in

other words a moving boundary.

We proceed with the linear stability analysis

for steady-stateeolutions of Eqs. (3.1). Let qo(x)

be a steady-state interfaceas determined in Seca.

111 or IV. Of course the steady-statevelocity

potential under our conditions is @ = const. We

write the linear perturbationor variational problem

as follows (see Fig. 14).

DE: kxx+k = O,
YY

y < no(x)

BC’S

ht - ~oxkx + ky = O, y = ~o(X)

= o, y - no(x)

kx,ky+Oasy+~

k(t,O,y) = k(t,A,y)

kx(t,O,y) = kx(t,A,y)

h(t,o) = h(t,A) k(o,x,y) given harmonic

hx(t,o) = hx(t,A) h(O,x) given (5.1)
<

A. Stability of The Trivial Solutions

First we study the stability, or lack of sta-

bility, of the trivial solution or plane interface.

Setting no(x) E O and @(x,y) ~ const in Eqs. (5.1),

.

.

.
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Fig. 14.

x

I
Y

y =%(x)

Physical arrangementfor discussi~ sta-

bility of the first branch of bifurcated
interface patterna.

we get the linear problem (see Fig. 15)

x

y=70(x)=o ‘

Fig. 15. Physical arrangement for discussing sta-
bility of the plane interface.

DE: k= + k = o,
YY

y~o

kt+gh+:hm =O,y=o

P
ht+ky=O, y=o

BC’S<

s h(O,x) given. (5.2)

k k+oaay+-ce
x’ y

k(t,O,Y) = k(t,A,y), h(t,O) = h(t,A)

kx(t,o,y) = kx(t,A,y), hx(t,O) = hx(t,A)

k(O,x,y) given harmonic

Following standard procedure (Ref. 15, Chap. X)
At

we put k(t,x,y) = eAtk(x,y) and h(t,x) = e h(x),

and seek to determine A as an elgenvalue, If we
.

write h = Ah for convenience,we get a linear eigen-

value’problemwith k2 as eigenvalue

DE:

BC’S

k +k =0,
xx YY

y<o

A
h+ky=o, y=o

A
A2k+gi+fhxx=0, y=o

with

()

T 2mn
2

g+gn=~~

kx,ky + O as y +-CO

k(O,y) = k(A,y)

[

kx(o,y) = kx(A,y)

;(o) = ;(A), ;X(o) = ;X(A). (5.3)

If the harmonic function k(x,y) in Eqs. (5.3)

exists, it possesses a Fourier expansion as follows.

ivnx

k(x,y) =5 An(y)e
2nll

v=
nn.a 7“

(5.4)

Then from the first interface condition in Eqs. (5.3)

(i+k= Oaty= O), we get

.
. ivnx
h(x) = - ~ A~(0)e . (5.5)

n=-

However, we can solve the differential equation in

the second interface condition by

.
A A ivnx
h= +~h=.-x2:~ An(0)e .

U=- .
ivnx

Assuming the Fourier expansion% = ~ Bne ,

we get by the substitution, n=~

- i Bn(v:_f)eivnx
n=a

.
ivnx

= -A2~ z An(0)e ,
n.-
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whence, by equating coefficients [see Eq. (5.5)],

~2:&n(o)
Bn =

“:-f
= -A:(O),

n=O, ~1, *2, ,.. .

If Eq. (5.4) representsa harmonic

and if it satisfies the conditions

and k(x,O) j O of Eqs. (5.3), then

(5.6)

function,however,

ky+os~y+-
Vny

An(y) = const”e ,

from which we have A:(O) = VnAn(0). This is sub-

stituted on the right in Eq.(5.6). We observe, too,

that only positive indices can be used. From Eq.

(5.6),

12= .-Vp(v;+!% ;. A:, p = 1, 2, 3, ... (5.7)

is a necessary condition that AP(0) be nontrivial,

This gives a sequence {A~} of squared eigenvaluee

for Eqs. (5.3) that are positive or negative accord-

ing to the g value. To each eigenvalue A* there
P

correspondsa set of Fourier coefficients: Al(0)

= O, ... , Ap-l(0) = O, AP(0) = 1, Atil(0) = O, ....

is kp(x,y) = e

real terms,

The-correspond~~gxeigenelement
‘n(o) “ 0 ‘o:~p~~~px

i (x) = -Vpe p , or in
‘P

kp(x,y) =

A

hp(x) =

P-

Except for the

evPy Cos v x,
P

-Vp Cos Vpx,

1, 2, 3, ... .

constsnt term,

complete on O ~ x < A and the—.

=IIJ

‘PA’

(5.8)

the latter set is

former set is complete

with respect to harmonic functions that vanish as

y + -a. Hence the A2-spectrumof Eqs. (5.3) cOn-

siats exactly of the sequence {l~},and the solution

of Eqs. (5.2) iS

k(t,x,y)

h(t,x) =

. pi ~pe%’+vPy Cos v x

m

%

+a t v Cos v x

P ‘Fp 4’
(5.9)

Cp and De being the Fourier coefficientsof expan-

sion for the initial disturbance in terms of the

eigenfunctionsin Eqs. (5.8),

‘) ~< O, and~ 2 k:=-v~(v; - TForg<g =Tvl,
21

a fortiori A2 < 0, A: < 0, etc. This gives imaginary

time multipliera in Eqs. (5.9) and bounded oscilla-

tory behavior. For gl< 8 < g2, i; > 0, but A: -

-V2(V; - ~) ~C O and of course A; < 0, A; < 0, etc.

Equations (5.9) have each a growing exponential.
.

Generally, if gm_l ~ g ~ gm,A~ > O,A~ > 0, ... ,
~2 >0, a:<o,a

2 ,A~<OfOrn>m.
m-1 m+l<o’ ““”
Equations (5.9) have m-1 growing exponential.

We can summarize Sec. V, so far, as follows.

Theorem 4: ForO~g<gl the trivial steady-state

solution O(x,y) = const, rI(x)S O is “marginally

stable” in that 1P is pure imaginary,p = 1, 2, 3,

... . For 8m_1 < g ~ gm, m_2, 3, 4, ... , the

trivial solution is unstable,with “m-1 degrees of

instability”in that Al, ... , Am-l are positive

and furnish increasing exponential in Eqs. (5.9)

whereas only Am, ltil, etc., are pure imaginary. As

g > 0 passes through the value gm_l, the eigenvalues

~Am-l , originally pure imaginary,vaniah and then

become a~real pair (see Fig. ~6).

ImA

I

km.! A plane

km

-Xm,,

t

Fig. 16. Illustrationsuggesting configuration of
eigenvalues in Theorem 4.

ForO~g<gl we have stated the condition as

“marginal stability.” Actually purely imaginery

eigenvaluesA for Eqa. (5.3) constitute a necessary

condition for stability, but this has never been

shown to be generally sufficient in hydrodynamic.

At least with the solutions in Eqs. (5.9) it assures

.

I
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no exponentialgrowth, which seems to satisfy many

authors (Ref. 15, Chap. X).

It is commonly thoughtthat viscosity haa a de-

pressant effect on fluid motions and that, with vis-

cosity in the problem, the eigenvaluesAn would lie

somewhere in the open left half plane for O < g<gl

rather than on the borderline imaginary axis. Then

a sufficientcondition for atabilitywould be sat-

isfied.

Ifg=gm, then A =0, m=l,2,3, ... .
m

This is a bifurcationsituation. By the analysia of

Sees. III and IV, nontrivialbranches of ateady-

state solutionsbreak away from the trivial solu-

tion at these values.

The initial interval O < g < gl, where the

trivial solution is marginally atable, results from

the presence of surface tensionT. Removal of surface

tension appeara to cause the eigenvalue spectra

{gm} and {Am} to degenerate to continuous spectra.

B. Instabilityof the Branch Solutions

Nextwe study the stability of the nontrivial

continuousbranches of steady-stateaolutiona de-

rived in Sees. III and IV. The m’th branch bifur-

cate from the trivial solution of Eqs. (3.1)

(namely,@ = const, rl~ O) at g = gm.

We make use of the convergent perturbationex-

panaiona given symbolicallyin Eqa. (4.1) with

actual evaluationsof coefficientsgiven in Eqa.

(4.6). We aubatitute these for g and no(x) in the

following linear variational problem.

DE: km + k = o, y < rlo(x)
YY

[

A

h-qoxkx+k =0,
Y

Y = no(x)

A
2“

,-.
T ‘OXVOXX h +_ T %X

J. = o,Ak+@-3;(-~x

P(1+T?X)2

y = no(x)

BC‘S4

k k+o asy+-cu
x’ y

k(O,y) = k(A,y) i(o) = ;(A)

[

.
kx(O,y) = kx(A,y), hx(0) = :(A) (5.10)

At
which results when we aet k(t,x,y) = e k(x,y) and

.
h(t,x) = e~th(x), and then h(x) = ih(x) in Eqa.

(5.1). We alao substitute into Eqs. (5.10) the

perturbationseries

A%;+CXIE +a2E2+... ,
. . . .
h=ho+sh1+E2h2+ ... ,

and

k=ko+ckl+czkz +..., (5.11)

where the coefficientsare to be determined, and E

has the same meaning as in Sec. IV in connection

with Eqs. (4.1).

To carry out a perturbationseries solution of

Eqa. (5.10), it is convenient to expand the nonlinear

interface conditons (BC’S) in Taylor series as

follows.

.
h + ky(x,o) - ?lxkx(x,O) +~okyy(x,O)

2 Oyyy(x’o)+”””=o
- ~orlxkxy(x,O)+~?lzk

12k(x,0) + lzrloky(x,o)+; A2n~kyy(x,0)

A A

3T2A
.

+gh+~h -ZGrloxhm-
p xx

3 : qoxnoxxhx+ ... = o.

(5.12)

This is valid because k(x,y) can be extended as a

harmonic function.

Substitutingthe series of Eqs. (4.1) and (5.11)

into Eqa. (5.10)with interface conditions [Eqa.

(5.12)],and equating coefficientsof the powera of

E to zero, we get a succession of linear problems.

Zero’th-OrderProblem

k +k = o,
xx YY

y~o

[

.
ho +koy(x,O) = O, y=o

/

A A

A~ko(x,O) + gmho +~h = o,
p Oxx

y.o

BC’S

kk + O as y +-=
ox’ Oy

ko(O,y) = ko(A,y) to(o) = i(A)

[
kox(o,y) = kox(A,y) iox(0) = iox(M. (5.13)

This ia the same problem solved above for the triv-

ial solution, namely Eqs. (5,3), but with g = gm.

Th~s$ we have ~; = O, Co = -A Vm cOS VmX, k =
o

Ae m COS VmX with V = ~ , and A is an arbitrary
m

constant.



First-OrderProblem

DE:
‘lxx + ‘lyy = 0’

y<o

F

il + kly(x,O) - ~lxkox(x,O)

~ ~yy(x,o) = o,+rlk y=o

alko(x,o)+ A&koy(x,O) + A~kl(x,O)

BC’S 4

+gmil+zi =0
p lxx

+ O aa y +-m
‘lx‘ ‘ly

kl(O,y) = kl(A,y), ;I(o) = ii(A)

klx(o,y) = klx(A,y), ilx(0) = ilx(A).(5.14)
<

From the two interfaceconditbns we have, substitut-

ing~om the zero’th order problem, and for rll(x)

Cos Vmx,

kly(x,O) + AtllxVmsin Vmx + AQIV~ coa Vmx

A < 1 V2 coa2Vmx
Am

$+kly(x,O) +A
c

; v: Cos 2vmx, (5.15a)

alA co. Vmx +2 v2i +1 ;
pml plxx=o”

(5.15b)

The latter equation ia a differentialequation to be

solved subject to the periodicityconditions of Eqs.

(5.14). Because A cos Vmx solves thehomogeneouscase

in Eqa. (5.15b),it is necessary in order for a solu-

tion to exist that al = O. Recalling the decomposi-

tion L2(0,A) - Mm O ~ of Sec. IV where Mm is the

eigenspaceassociatedwith eigenvalue gm, and ~ is

the orthogonal complement that so ncides with the
h

range of the operator (o) ~ + ~ - (whichmakes

its appearance in Eq. (5.15b)becauae gm = ~~=
8.

~ Vm), we suppose that ho = - Avm coa Vmx consti-

tutes the total component of the expansion in Eqa.

(5.11) for ~(x) inMm. A is an arbitrary constant

and Mm is spanned by cos Vmx if we fix the phase as

20

in Eq. (3.6). Thus, we seek ~1 in M:, and the only
,%

solution is h

To find ~ E 0“
1’

we have from the first interface

condition Eqs. (5.15a),

k (x,o) = -A
ly c

2 v2 coa 2vmx,
Am

which with the DE: k
lxx + ‘lyy

= O and the periodic-

ity condition yields

T
2vmy

kl(x,y) = -; ~ Vme Cos 2vmx + c(x),

where C(x) must be harmonic, periodic, and therefore

a constant.

Mainly we are interested in how A2 behavea when

E+o. With al = O aa determined above, we have as

yet no information.

Second-OrderProblem

,.-.,
UL:

BC’S

‘2XX

;2 +

+k
2yy = 0

k2y(x,0) - rllxklx(x,O)+ ~ k
1 lyy(x’o)

llxkoxy (x,O)+;n;koyyy(x,O) = O

ct2ko(x,0)+ alkl(x,O) + alnlkoy(x,O)

+ A~k2(x,0)+ A2~ k (x,CI)
Oily

o On(x,o) +:V:;2+ A2tlk (x,O) + A2k
020y

3T~v4~ ~~~
‘~~A mo p 2XX

3~n2~
-Zp lXOXX

- 3 ;lllxnlm ox = oi

k2x’k2y
+ O aa y +-=

k2(0,y) = k2(A,y), ;2(0) = ;2(A)

k2x(0,y) = k2x(A,y), ~2x(0) = :2X(A). (5.16)
.

With A: = O and a
1
= O as waa determined from

the first-orderproblem, the interface conditions

become
~2 + k2y(x,0) - nlxA c

~v~ sin 2Vmx

T
- 2r11A ;V: COS 2VmX

2
+ ‘“lqlxvm

sin vmx + $ Aq~v~ Cos Vmx = o,

.

.

.



and

u2i coa Vmx + X v2i + 2X
pm28p

_3T23
75 “llxvmACos ‘mx

-3$

v5Aco~vx+T;
m m p 2XX

V2A ain Vmx = O.
‘llx’llxxm

.

It is the latter relationshipthat enables us to

determinea2. We rearrange it as follows.

.
+ V2; 25–-aApcosvmx-2A —v

‘2XX m2- 2T 8 Am
Cos Vmx

+ $ Q~xV~A cos Vmx + 3 qlxII1xxV~A sin Vmx.

<
With ~l(X) = + COS VmX, this becomes

;2=
+ V2<

= -a2A $ cos Vmx - + A ~ Vi COS VmX
ln2

+ 2 USA ~ sin2vmx cos Vmx + 3 V~A ~ sin2vmx cos Vmx
2mA

= A(-a Q + ~~ V5) Cos Vmx
2T 4Am

-:A$v:cos3vmx.

(5.17)

Equation (5.17) is a differentialequation to be
A

solved for h with the periodl.citycondition given

in Eqs. (5.16). The condition for a solution to

exist, of course, is that the right side will have

no component in the linear eigenspace corresponding

to eigenvalueVm, (i.e., Mm). This is the case pro-
3T25

vialedthat a2 = -—— V4pAm” ‘husa2>0”
With reference to the expansions in Eqs, (5.11),

we have found that a
1

=Oanda2>0. Then for E #

O, but small, it is clear that A2 =A:>o. The

behavior of the eigenvalue Am, which determines

timewise exponentialgrowth along the m’th branch

and which indicates instability,is illustratedas

follows (see Fig. 17).

Thus fore= O, the kvalues for n > m are on—
the imaginary axis of the A plane with a double

eigenvalueat the origin. As soon asc# O, there

exists an eigenvalue Am in the right half plane.

The above arguments indicate that the branches

of nontrivial solutions [Eqs. (4.6)],m = 1, 2,

... , representingsteady-stateinterface configura-

tions are unstable. We have A2 > 0, and a fortiori
m

ReA~>O, p=l,2, ... ,m-1. Thus, the m’th

branch has m degrees of instability,m = 1, 2, ... .

(a)

Im~

(,~m+l A plonc

<km

o
+ Rok

-Am+, ~

E=o

Imk

A plono
(Ixm+,

-Am km
-o

- RoA

-Am+,l I

(b) C*O

Fig. 17. Illustrationsuggesting configurationof
eigenvalues in discussing stability of the
m’th branch interfaces.

These conclusions rest on our ability to ahow

that the expansions in Eqs. (5.11)are convergent.

Expansions [Eqs, (4.1)], as we have seen, are con-

vergent power series in E in a neighborhoodof E = O,

and thus represent analytic functions. These are

the series used for the functionsrlo(x)and g in Eqs.

(5.10). The question now asked is whether A2, ;,

and k, appearing as unknowns in Eqa. (5.10), are

also analytic functions in some neighborhoodof

E = O, having been given that no(x) and g are ana-
.

lytic in E. If i2, h, and k are analytic functions

of E in a neighborhood of c = O, then certainly we

may expand them in the convergent series of Eqs.

(5.11).

We can reason as follows. The differential

equation and first interface condition, together

with boundary conditions, in Eqs. (5.10) give

k(x,y) = G;(x), where G is the integral operator
.

formed with a Green’s function. Then h(x) =

G-lk(x,Vo(x)),where G
-1

is unbounded but closed

(Ref. 14, p.300). This is then inserted into the

second interface condition of Eqs. (5.10) to give

21



X2;(X) = -G-l

[

T ‘OXnOXX d .
~“%(p Zx

1+11J2.0xi(x),
‘~dx

(5.18)

where on the right, in considerationof boundary

conditions,we have a product of closed linear oper-

ators. We find, moreover, that the closed operator

on the right in Eq. (5.18) is analytic in E = O

with domain independentof C. Thus, we invoke the-

orems of Kato on homomorphic families of closed un-

symmetric operators (Ref. 16, pp. 375-379]. There

exists a neighborhoodof E = O in which eigenvalues

A2 and eigenfunctions~(x) are analytic in E (Ref.

16, p. 379, remark 2.9). Then one may aee that
.

k(x,y) = Gh(x) ia analytic near s = O. Thus we
2Ahave at least an indicationof proof that A , h(x),

and k(x,y) are developable in convergent e-power

series in some neighborhoodof s = O.

Then employing a priori convergent power series

aa expansions of Eqs. (5.11),we calculate the first

few coefficientsas needed, and as was done in the

stability analysis.

We can summarize as follows.

Theorem 5: The m’th branch of nontrivial steady-

state solutions of Eqs. (3.1),which bifurcates to

the left from the trivial solutions at g = ~ =

~ V2
pm

, and is represented”bythe convergent expansion

[Eq. (4.6)],hasm degrees of instability. Thus,

the variational problem of Eqs. (5.10),where we let

g, no be the expansions of Eqs. (4.6),has m eigen-

valuea A with positive real parts, when E # O.

If we knew enough about the total collection

of eigenvaluesand eigenfunctionsof Eqs. (5.10) to

be able to write the solution in a form similar to

Eqa. (5.9), these eigenvalueswith positive real

parts would representmodes with amplitudes growing

exponentiallywith time.

The perturbationmethod, unfortunately,

doesn’t yield any informationabout the variation of

the higher eigenvaluesof Eqa. (5.10),namely, Ap,

p>m. For E = O they are on the imaginary axis,

Because we have just shown that positive real parts

Of Al, A2, ... , Am result in instabilityof the

m’th branch, we are not unduly worried here that we

have been unable to prove that Ap, p > m do not

develop positive real parts when E # O. It appears

likely that )., p > m, does remain imaginary,how-
P

ever, and that A , p < D, remainsreal.
P

From general considerationsrelating to non-

linear operators, Am, once positive for small E

[i.e., for (g,rl)near (gm,O)l, remal.napositive

along the entire branch. This is because im = O

would represent a bifurcation situation in which the

branch would either split or cease evolving to the

left. For this we can refer the reader to some of

the author’s earlier papers.
17-20

We studied the

branches in some detail in Sec. III, however, and

found no such secondary bifurcations. Hence, once

these branches start out unstable, they remain un-

stable.

Putting Theorems 4 and 5 togetherwe can draw

the following further conclusions. ForOCgCgl

the trivial solution representingthe plane inter-

face is atable. The trivial solution, on the other

hand, is unstable for gl < g < g2 since Al > 0 in

that interval. The first branch of nontrivial solu-

tions, Eq. (4.6) for m = 1, bifurcate to the left

= ~ V2 and exists in the interval O<g<gl.atg=glpl

Here again we have Al > 0. The first branch of

nontrivial solutions seems to continue in O<g<gl,

the type of instabilitypossessed by the trivial

solution in gl < g < g2. The stability possessed by

the trivial solution in O < g < gl simply disappears

atg=g.

Aga;n for gin-l< g < ~ the trivial solutlon

representingthe plane interfacehaa m-1 degrees of

instability,meaning that 11, ... , Am-l are posi-

tive. In the next interval, gm < g < gm+l we add ~m

to the collection of positive eigenvalues. The m’th

branch [Eqa. (4.6)] of nontrivial solutions bifur-

cate to the left at g = gm = Z V2
pm

and continues

into gin-l< g < gm> and indeed for all g<gm, the

stability properties possessed by the trivial solu-

tion in the interval gm < g < gm+l; namely, Eqa.

(5.10)have the m eigenvalueswith positive real

parti when expansions [Eqs. (4.6)] are substituted

for g and no, and there are m degrees of instability.

This holds form= 2, 3, 4, ... , etc. Aconaistent

picture emerges of the instabilityof these branches.

.

.

.
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VI. ARC-LENGTH FORMULATION

Pursuant to a suggestionby Karl Gustafson

and J. Wolkowisky of the University of Colorado,

and Bergen R. Suydam, LASL Group, T-6, at a LASL

meeting, we reformulatethe Taylor Problem of Super-

posed Fluids so that arc length s along the inter-

face curve is used instead of the horizontal abscis-

sa x as a space variable. The immediatemotive for

doing this is the occurrenceof multiple-valued

solutionsof the steady-stateproblem as deduced in

Sec. III. These functionswould be single-valuedif

arc length were the independentvariable.

Drawbacks of an arc-length formulationare the

need to restrict to the two-dimensionalcase, and

the fact that with arc length, if one desires a

domain of fixed length for the problem, the actual

linear dimensionmust shrink as more of the arc-

length fixed interval is used up in deviations from

the trivial solution. This last point, however, is

interestingfrom the standpointof a cylindricalor

spherical implosion geometry where the interface

doea actually shrink in circumference.

First let us consider Eqs. (3.2). To convert

to arc-length form, we make the substitution

But for ~~ < 1 we can write

n ~z l-’ls
andrlx=~+— —

l-11~
r

2+~_n2 (1-Q
s

n55

[ 1n:n
l+—

Ss..— .— .

l-n: l-n2
s

(1-n:)z

Substitutinginto the differentialequation of the

problem in Eqs. (3.2),we get

~ nSs ~1-q2)++gn.o

p +(1-/)2
.

s
—

Thue, Eqs. (3.2)become, in arc length form,

nSs + U211= o,

r

T
U=*,

+ l-n:—

~(o) = n(Aa), and vS(0) = ~s(Aa), (6.1)

where

A=

of course Aa is such that

‘(Aa)iamds’ ‘~ixeds
o

A= A(n). (6.2)

Proceeding in a manner similar to that in Sec.

III, we arrive at a family of closed curves in the

(n,ns) phase plane given by

TR+4 = c>
(6.3)

where C ia a real parameter. The curves of Fig. 18a

are for -1 < C < 0, and we choose the (-) sign in

Eq. (6.3) indicating that the arc length grows in

direct proportion to x. The curves of Fig. 18b are

for o < C < 1 and the (-) iS chosen in Eq. (6.3)

rfor {rll> Z while the (+) is the proper choice

when \lll<
F
UC indicating that arc length grows

while x decreases. Figure 18b corresponds to a

multiple value function of x (Ref. 13, PP.207-209).

The expression

illustratedby Fig.

for the period of the cycles

18 iS
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2/ii
n(o) -~, rl~(o)= o

for the differentialequation in Eqa. (6.1), produce

7,

(-)
+1

4

&
1

P o ‘ \

R
- 2(C+I

e)

O<c<+l

Fig. 18. Phaae plane diagrams illustratingsolution
of Eq. (6.3).

where, as before, we have C = -1 + 2h with h
. & ~2n2
4 0“

TO m~tch perioda, we solve graphically the

equation< = ~ ~(h), or WAa = 4m~(h), ao aa to

obtain those values of h which, when used in the

initial data

solutions of Eqs. (6.1) periodic in a of period Aa

(see Fig. 19).

Fig. 19. Intersectionsyielding solutions of the
boundary value problem in Eqa. (6.1).

Letting w =4
p , or g itself, vary, by inspec-

tion we get rightward bifurcating branchea of solu-

()
T ‘2 being the bifurcation points.tions, gn = —PA

Becauae these br%chea bifurcate from the trivial

solution n(s) = O, we see from Eq. (6.2) that A

= Aa,,and the bifurcation pointa are

with the formulationof Sec. III.

We can also solve Eq. (6.1) (in

using the perturbation aeriee method

The method proceeds analogously,and

proof is similar. There results

the same as

the small) by

of Sec. IV.

the convergence

which, in contraat

tion to the right.

Evidently the

to Eqs. (4.6), indicates bifurca-

rightward bifurcating solution

branches remain bounded and even fall back to zero

2? ‘~k+ndeedsince‘(0)-0 ‘%x:Aa“(x)“—.
W ~

, and the appropriatevalues of h re-

sulting from the graphical method of Fig. 19 are

,

.
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positive and less than unity, we have

Fn(o) s ~p + o 59 g +’=.

Thus, in the limit, the initial data for the dif-

ferential equation in Eqa. (6.1) becomes trivial.

We infer the interface shapea from Fig. 18.

Points on the locus where rl~= + 1 correspond to—
pointa on the rlvs x plot where ~x = ~m, i.e.,

:g$+jjw+ri::‘T::;=:verti-. For yetagreaterg, the q vs x plot be-

comes multiple valued, as in Fig. 12c[except that

the domain O ~ x ~ A of the problem shrinka with

constant arc-length interval O < s < A in accord-—— a
ante with Eq. (6.2)].

Apparently there ia again a g-value where the

bubble pinches off similarly to Fig. 12d, but with

shrunken domain. The h interceptvalue where this

would happen would be a eolution of the equation

~2(h) = 2~1(h), where

-1 1
coa —

~l(h) =
/

~h

o
*

11
T

E +,

are defined on ~ < h < 1, ~l(h) +- aa h + 1, and—

~2(h) ia bounded. Letting h* be such a value

(h* > ~),–~he g value is

It ia to be noted that the preceding remarks

about infinite alopea, and a bubbl”epinching off,

relate to the rlvs x plot,awhich is given parametri-

callyby~(s) andx(s)=~~ds,, l’heeigen-

aolution rl(s)of Eqa. (6,1),which is a

member of a rightward bifurcating continuous branch,

is a twice differentiablebounded single-valued

function of the arc-length s for all g > g For
m“

g > g* it corresponds to a multiple-valuedfunction

of x that probably is devoid of any physical mean-

ing. As a function of s, however, the branch func-

tions are decently defined.

In the above arc-length considerations,we

started directly with Eqa. (6.1),which is the arc-

length analog of problem in Eqs. (3.2). It was re-

latively easy to convert Eqs. (3.2) to arc-length

form, Now we attempt to write the basic problem

[Eqa. (3.1)] in arc-lengthform with a view to line-

arization and stability analysis.

Firat, a preliminary. In Fig. 6, the interface

shape rI(x)ia representedaa the lower boundary of

the flow region D and is a function of the horizon-

tal coordinatex. In the proof of Theorem 1, the

vector form of the interface [x,rl(x)]la a parame-

trization by x. [l,\(x)l ia the paremeterized

tangent vector along the interface,and (-qx(x),l)

is the outward normal. The outward normal deriva-

tive of the potential @ ia ~ = -rlxo+ 0 .
an Y

In arc-length form, Eqs.(3.1) become (see Fig.20)

DE:

EC’S

~s(t,a)
~(t,s) - Ox(t,x(s), n(t,a))

G)

+ @y(t, x(a), n(t,a)) = O

orTlt+~=O—
h

t(t,x(s), n(t,a)) -%[O~(t,x(s), n(t,s))

+ O:(t,x(s), ?l(t,s))]

T n68(t,a)
=0+ g,(t,x) +~ /--

[

0x~9y+oasy+-m

n(t,s +Aa) = ~(t,a), O(t,x(s+Aa),y)=O(t,x(a),y)

ns(t,s+Aa) = na(t,a), @x(t,x(S+Aa),y)=Ox(t,x(s) ,Y).

(6.5)

Initial conditions: @(O,x,y) harmonic, and rl(O,a)

both given,

s~

Jdx(s) = 1- TI:,ds’
o

a

A = x(Aa) .~r 1 - r$ ds’

o

The latter equation relatea A, the var:sble period

in x, with Aa, the fixed period in s.
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With the steady-statecaae we put rlt= @t ~ O

where again, by the Gustafson-Wolkowiskyreaaoning

of Theorem 1, we have d(x,y) = const. The steady-

state problem thus reduces to Eq. (6.1) for a

single autonomous differentialequation. Right bi-

furcating solutions rl(s)are given by Eq. (6.3),
2mT

where E = (COS~ s, ~(s)), where we use the

scalar product o? L2(0,Aa). The parametric repre-

sentation of the interface is given then by (x(s),

.(s)) where x(s) =/ ~, dsf.

StabilityAnal~sis

We now linearize Eqs. (6.5) to produce the

variational problem centered at a steady-statesolu-

tion: @(x,y) = const, n = no(s). We have (see

Fig. 21)

DE:

BC’(

km+k = o,
YY

y < no(s)

rlos (s)
~(t,s) - kx(t,x(s), no(s))

-

+ky(wdd, ~o(fd)

~ ht(t,s) +> k(t,x(s),
h

-b

=0

no(s)) = o,

n = outward normal.

~ has(t,s)

~(t,x(s), no(e)) +gh(t, s) +6

m) 0s

T ‘OS
(s)noS6(a)

+; ha(t,s) = O
+

(1-rl:s(s))

I
X,ky+oasy+-mk

h(t,O) = h(t,Aa)

hs(t,O) = hs(t,Aa)

k(t,O,y) = k(t,x(Aa),y)

kx(t,O,y) = kx(t,x(Aa),y).

(6.6)

We propose to find out initially if the first

right-bifurcatingbranch is etable. To this end we

expand the interface conditions of Eqs. (6.6) in

Taylor series

ht +

+

IIos(s)
ky(t,x(s),O) - — kx(t,x(s),O)

r
l-11:~

vo(s)kyy(t,x(s),O)

I
I

Y

Fig. 20. Illustrationhelpful in converting the
problem of Eqs. 3.1 to arc-length form.

I I
(X(s),qo(s)) I

1“ I
Y

Fig. 21. Physical arrangement for discussing sta-
bility of the first branch interface in
arc-length form.

nos(s)
- no(s) — k (t,x(a), o)

~w
ql-rl:s

yD(t,x(a),O) + . . . =o+ ~:(s)k

kt(t,x(s), o) +gh(t, s) +;hss(t, s)

+ nO(s)kty(t,x(s),O)

+ %:(s)k tyy(t,x(s),o) +% ;n:s(s)h~~(t,s)

+; nos(s)noss(dhs(t,d + ... - 0.

This is justified for a harmonic function

k(t,x,y) with a harmonic extension across the inter-

face y = no(s).
Xt

putting h(t,s) = exth(s) and k(t,x,y) = e k(%,y)
A

as is standard procedure, and setting h(s) = Ah(s),
.

we get an eigenvalue problem for h(s), k(x,y), with

eigenvalue parameter A2.

.

*

.
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DE: km + k = o,
YY

y<o with known or determinablecoefficientsxi(s). In

c particular,we have

h(S) + ky(x(s),o) - qo~(s)kx(x(s),o)

+ ~o(s)kV(x(s),O)

A = x(Aa) = A
a -$(t7-$+ltY - --•

Then we can make the following expansion.

-rlo(s)uo~(s)kW(x(s),O)+ %~(s)kmy(x(s),O)

ky(x(s),O) = ky(s,O) - kxy(s,0)x2(s)e2- ... ,

-%~skx(x(s),O) - %o(s)n~s(s)kxy(x(s),O)

again valid if kv is a harmonic function harmonically

BC’S
{

.
+ ... =0 extended across the interface.

1. ,s -.,s .
We now take this linear variational expanded

tion series

A2=A~+a1E+a2c2 +... ,

Azk(x(s),O)+ gh(s) +~hs~(s) + kz~o(s)ky(x(s),O) boundary value problem, and substitute the perturba-

1

+~qos(s)qos~ (s)hs(s)+ ... = O
A. A ,,6

kx, ky+o

with periodicity

;(o) = i(Aa),

.
hs(s) =

where

h= ho+eh1+ezh2+ ...,

as y+-=,

conditions

k(o,y) = k(A,y),

A

hs(Aa), and kx(o,y) = kx(A,y),

A = x(Aa)

a..j’—1- n~s, ds’~Aa.

o

We propose to solve Eqs. (6.7) by means of a

perturba~ionmethod, but we must first express

X(S) ~~ ds, by means of

series ased on the series already

namely, Eqs. (6.3).

s

Jx(s) =
14

[1-%n:~, -~llo5,
o

a perturbation

found for no(s),

,.. ] ds’

(6.7)

and

k=ko+ck1+c2k2+ ... , (6.8)

“s -Hti)(tsf”e’<t “ds’

-W-a)law.(f%?‘in?s’ds’
-#(fis(@”s si.n4~ sds, -...,

togetherwith x(s) = s -E2X2(S) - C4X4(S) - ... ,

and the series in Eqs. (6.4 a,b), which we have prov-

ed to be convergent. Here E has the same meaning as

before.

Because for the trivial solution the arc-length

formulation is the same as thst in rectilinear co-

ordinate x, we can infer from Sec. V that A: = O
A
ho = -~ Acos~s, and

a a &

k. = Ae ~o~ ~ ~.
A
a

We again get the following linear problems.

= s -E2X2(S) - E4X4(S) - . . . ,
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First-OrderProblem

DE: kln+k = o,
lyy

BC’S

ii(s) + kly(s,O) -

y<o

nl&)kox (s,0)

+ ~l(s)kov(s,O) = O

. A

alko(s,o) + 61h1(s) +$ hl~s(s) - 0

(wherewe do not include terms multiplied by

a:=o)

I
k
lx’ ‘ly

* O as y +-m

A
;1(o) = hl(Aa), kl(O,y) = kl(A,y)

.
‘l~(Aa),hl~(0) = h klx(O,y) =kh(A,y). (6.9)

IJW, ko(s,O) = A C06 + s. Hence since gl =

(~

g2T2
P%

, the condition thata$(s) exists iS that

a,=. Using the convention of Sec. IV and V that
e+’
ho--e

A cos ~s constitute theaentirecompon-

ent of expansiona[Eqs.(6.8)] fo~ ~ in the null

space M of the operator (-)88 +% (-)~ we seek

J
A

;I in . Then since al = O, the solution for h

unique ;n $ is ;I Z O.
1

we find kl from the first interface condition

of Eqs. (6.9) and Laplace’s equation. We have

k
icly(s,o) - - ~(iy+q +’]:

][(*2Ji-=+= A
Cos ~’ s

a a a a
2

()
= 6A F’

4T
Cos — s,

A
a a a

and also

‘lY(xsO)=Kq+jCos& (6.10)

using the same form. Then we solve the boundary

value problem for kl(x,y) using the Laplace equation

with boundary data [Eq. (6.10)],kx,ky+ O as y +

~, and periodicity conditions in x.

DE:

Second-OrderProblem

k2xx + k2yy
=0, y~o

BC‘

~(a) +k2y(e,0) - nls(a)kh(a, o) + nl(s)klyy(e,o)

0XY(S,0)X2(S)’-k - nl(s)nls(s)koxy(%o)

+%

2ko(s,0)

+%

+;

2x,k2y +

n:(dkoyyy(s,0) -o

A A A

+ g1h2(s) + rq2ho(s) +5’28Js)
A

; rl:a(s)hoss(s)

A (s)=0qls(s)nlss(a)hos

Oasy+~ (6.11)

not included terms multiplied by

A

(wherewe have

A~-al-O),

A
h2(0) = h2(Aa),

. .
h28(0) - h28(Aa),

k2(0,y) = k2(As,y),

and

k2~(0,y) = k28(Aa,y).

It is the second interface condition that we

uae to determine U2. Rearrangingand substituting

the following previously determined expressions [see

Eqa. (6.4)]

A

ho = -~Acos~s,
a a

4

()()

1T2 2TT
~Y

%2 ‘T;~xa ‘
ko(x,y) = Ae Cos ~ x,

we have

.

,

.
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[()()12 2715.—
‘*8A5 a

()()

+~~~=
8 AA

aa

(S)()]_u2~_2 2 2115——
8 AA

.0s ~ a
a a

Acos~a
a

(6.12)

to be solved with the periodic boundary conditfona

of Eqa. (6.11). The last reduction ia accomplished

with common trigonometricidentities,
A

The neceaaary and sufficient condition that ho
L

exists is that the right side of Eq. (6.12).has.no

component in M
()

.
~, the null space of (.)s~ + ~ (.).

a
This means that we must have ci2=

-+;(&) (fiy<o.

Thus, with A: = O, al = O, but a2 < 0, we

infer from Eqs. (6.8) that, at least for small

enough E # O, i; < 0. A; is, of course, the lowest

(in magnitude) or first eigenvalue of the variation-

al problem [Eqs. (6.7)],with the first branch of

Eqs. (6.1) substitutedfor no(s), i.e., Eqs. (6.4)

with m = 1. A fortiori we should have A; <O,k=

2, 3, .... provided these numbers stay real.

How do we know that the higher-ordereigen-

2 k~ 2, of the variational problem [Eqs.values Ak,

(6.7)] stay real whenwe pass from E = O to E # O?

We propose to find out by inserting, instead

of the first expansion in Eqa..(6.8) into Eqs. (6.7)

the expansion

A2=A:+131E+f32E2+... , (6.13)

2 2 ‘lpTm>2where Am = -v (v
mm -y);, _ , is the m?th eigen-

value for the variational”problem with rl(a)~ O.

When we do this, and equate coefficientsof the same

powers of E in all the expressions that make up

Eqa. (6.7),we see that the n’th order perturbation

problem has the following form.

DE:

BC’S

km+k =0.
nyy

tn(S) + kny(s,O) + F(s) = O

~nko(s,o)+@Ja,cO +g$n(a)
/;

nss(a) +G(s) =0
P

k
nx’ ‘ny

+ O as y +-=

I kn(o,y) = kn(A,y), in(o) = in(Aa)

km(o,y) = km(A,y), ins(o) = ~n5(Aa)

[
where A = x(Aa). (6.14)

Here F(s) and G(s) represent lower-order terms that

are supposedly known when we are studying the n’th

order problem. Also, we take as an induction assump-

tion that F(s) and G(s) contain only real terms.
Vmy .

We know that k = Ae COS V S, ho(s) = -VamA COS

v
0 2mr ‘2mn

s, where v
am = ~ , Vm = ~ , thereforewe canm, a
atart such an induction. Because these are the

solutions of Eqs. (5.3), we have Aa = A.

We wish to determine if the coefficients~n as..
determined by successive problems [Eqs. (6.14)] are

indeed real.
.

Assume that hn(a) above is known. For example,

we could let it be -Vm Cos v s. We can then solve
am

the boundary value problem

k-+k =O,y<o,
nyy

,s

k= -hn(s) -F(s), kx, ky+O, as y+-m
ny

and periodicitywith period A. The result is

vmY ~
kn(x,y) = - $ e hn(s) +~(x,y),

where I(x,Y) is a known harmonic function

~y(s,O) = F(x) and

A
kn(s,O) = -~hn(s) +~(s,o).

am

We now have the D.E. and

tion satisfied. For the

substitutingwe get

with

the first interface condi-

second interface condition,
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g~p ~ A

+ vm(v: - -+ ~ ● + hn(e) +
am

A
Z;+ glhn(s) + ~ n~~(s) + a:r(s,o)

or

A A

~ ~s~(s)+ gmhn(s) = -13nko(s,o)-~h

~nko(s,O)

+ G(s) = O

a:izs,o) - G(s).

A solution of the homogeneousequation is then

.
hn(s) = A COS VamS = ko(s,o).

A

The necessary conditon for hn(s) to exist then gives

‘(f~(s,o) +G(s), ko(s,O))
13n= (ko, ko) s

which is a real number.

We thus aee that the coefficients

panaion of Eq. (6.13) must be real, ao

higher-ordereigenvaluesof Eqs. (6.7)

in the ex-

that the

do stay real

in the perturbationprocess. Then since k; c O for

m ~ 2, ~Am are pure imaginary.

We can summarize the results of this section

as follows,

Theorem 6: Equations (6.5),which are Eqs. (3.1)

but with arc length along the interface rl(x)used

aa an independentvariable instead of x, and with

fixed periodicityAa along this arc-length variable,

has continuous branchas of nontrivial solutions bi-

furcating from the trivial solution at the discrete

()

.2 2mT2
gvaluesgm ~ ~ , m-l, 2, 3, ... . Them’th

branch bifurcate ~t g = gm. The bifurcation of

the branches is to the right. The first branch,

which starts at g = gl, is stable to small pertur-

bation. The trivial solution is stable in the in-

terval (O,gl),and the first branch continues the

same stability into the region g > g .
1

The ahapes

of the interface are as indicated in Fig. 12 except

that the periodicity is A= x(Aa). All solutions

are single valued, however, as a function of the

arc-lengthvariable s. The branches return to the

trivial solution as g + ~,

The stability of the first branch, aa mentioned

in the theorem, ia in the sense that, with the

solution of the variational problem given as sums

of terms of the type

k(t,x,y) = eAtk(x,y), h(t,s) = eath(s),

the constants A are conjugate imaginary numbers.

This is “marginal stability” for which see the com-

ment in connection with Fig. 16. (See Fig. 2Q

ImA

1
0

● Re~

Fig. 22. Suggested eigenvalue configurationin the
caae of marginal stability.

We worked out these rightward-facingbranches by

using the cunres of Fig. 19, and we know there is no

secondary bifurcation, i.e., splitting or dividing.

Thus, there can be no point on the branches where
.

Eqs. (6.7) have a vaniahing eigenvalue AL = O.

(Otherwisewe should have a bifurcation situation.)

Hence on the firat branch, since we atart with
.

x: < 0, this condition persists and the branch
L

remains stable (see Fig.

70

I

23) .

STABLE ~

o 91 92 93
*Q

●tc

Fig. 23. Illustrationof branches of suggested
interface solutions for the arc-length
parametrizedproblmin Eqs. (6.1).

. It can be shown that the second branch is

stable except for one positive eigenvahe; thus Al

> 0, but AZ<o,a
3

< 0, and so on. Thus, the

second branch has the same stability properties for

30
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g~g2as the trivial solution does in gl < g < g2.

Similarly, this is true for the m’th branch.

This stability is with respect to perturbations

of the same base period Aa of arc length, or some

quotient thereofby an integer. In other words, all

considerationsare with respect to the Hilbert space

L2(0,Aa).

In a cylindricallyor sphericallysymmetric

assembly,we have a base period Aa imposed on any

shell-like interfaceby the periodicityof the polar

angle. Any perturbationis therefore in L2(0,Aa),

This is a strictly geometricalconsideration.

Thus does the arc-length formulation,with a

fixed length Aa of arc in a period, differ from the

formulationin terms of a rectilinearcoordinatex

with a fixed x-length A as period, We have branchea

of nontrivialsolutionagoing to the right rather

than to the left, and we have branches that are

altogethermore stable, as has been described. In

fact, for the arc-length formulation,the first

branch is actually stable to perturbationsof period

Aa, wbile for the rectilinearcoordinate formula-

tions, one already has one degree of instability to

such perturbationaon the first branch.

Similar, but easier, arguments could be used in

Sec. V to show that A;, for k > m, stay real and

negative when one passes (up the m’th branch) from

E=otoE+o. This is a point about which we ex-

~essed doubts in Sec. V, but which we were able to

resolve in Sec. VI by using Eqs. (6.14).

Sattinger
21

has shown by topologicalmethods

for a certain type of nonlinear operator equation

that nontrivial solutionsbifurcating above criti-

cality, i.e., g = gl, are stable, whereas nontrivial

solutionsbifurcatingbelow criticalityare unstable.

Sattinger’aoperator equation is not sufficiently

general to cover our problems where compactness

seems to be lacking. Yet it is interesting to

observe that we have the same result with our x-

formulationvs our a-formulation.

VII. suMMARY

It seems appropriatenow to collect the results

produced in this report for the Taylor Problem of

SuperposedFluids, and then to discourse on further

results that are needed and the possibility of

getting them.

The results have been stated in the text as

Theorems. These will be restated, with references

to equations in the text where needed.

Theorem 1: In Eqs, (3.1), let @t = T’It= O so that

we have the steady-stateproblem. Then @(x,y) ~

const in the flow region of the heavy fluid. (We

recall that the light fluid has vanishingly small

density, as assumed in Sec. II, and the flow is in-

viscid, incompressible,and irrotational.)

Theorem 2: The steady-stateproblem, with periodic

boundary conditons, reduces to Eqs. (3.2) for the

interface shape alone. There exists a sequence of

primary bifurcation;points {gm}, m = 1, 2, 3, ,.. ,

()

T 2mr
where gm = ~ ~ , A being the assumed base period,

Equations (3.2) have the trivial solution whatever

the applied accelerationg. At each bifurcation

point ~, a continuous branch of nontrivial solu-

tions appears, bifurcating to the left. These

branches of solutions represent interface shapes

for given values of g.

The evolution of these interfaceshapes on”the

first branch is portrayed in Fig. 12. The other

branches evolve similarly except that the periods

are integral divisors of the base period A.

The term “bifurcation”used in Theorem 2 is

standard. The usage goes back to Poincare. See the

heuristic Sec. V in the author’s Lecture Notes (Ref.

20, p. 43). See also the rich bibliographyprovided

in those notes (Ref. 20, p. 114-119), and the refer-

ences in certain other papers of the author (Refs.

17 through 19).

Continuing,we have

Theorem 3: The bifurcated nontrivial solutions

(g,q(x))of Eqs. ’(3.2),belonging to them’th branch

m = 1, 2, 3, ... , and which represent interface

shapes under steady-stateconditons for given g, are

analytic in terms of parameter C = (q(x),lll(x)).

Here nl(x) ia the normalized solution of linearized

Eqs. (4.2), and (.,”) is the inner product of the

space L2(0,A). This parameter E is the magnitude of

the projection of ?’l(x)on the one-dimensionalaub-

space spanned by ?lI(x). The analyticity in E holds

in some small neighborhoodof the trivial solution.

Then the solutions (g,n(x))on the m’th branch can

be developed in the convergent power series [Eqs.

(4.1)] in which the first few coefficientsare

given byEqs. (4.6).
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Theorem 4: For O<g<gl, the trivial steady-state

solution, f5(x,y)= const, q(x) E O, is “marginally

stable” in that Xp is pure imaginary,p = 1, 2, ... .

Here {~p} is the discrete eigenvalue sequence of the

linear variational problem [Eqs. (5.3)]. For gm.l

~g~gm,m-2,3, h,... , the trivial solution is

unstable with “m-1 degrees of instability”in that

A ... . a~-1 are positive and furnish increasing

e~~onential terms in Eqs. (5.9). Only km, Awl,

etc., are pure imaginary. Aa g passes through the

value gm-l, the eigenvalues~lm_l, originally a

conjugate imaginarypair, becomes a ~ real pair.

Theorem 5: The m’th branch of nontrivial, leftward

bifurcatingsteady-statesolutions,which starta at

E=gm=;v: , and is representedby the convergent

expansions [Eqs. (4.6)], haa “m degreea of insta-

bility.“ Thus, linear variationalEqs. (5.10), in

which we let g and q. be the expansions [Eqs. (4.6)],

‘ have m positive eigenvaluesAl, A2, ... , A when—
m

c # O, whereas the remaining eigenvaluesA are
P

pure imaginary.

Section V gives the meaning of “marginally

stable” in Theorem 4. In the same theorem, we note

that the initial intervalO < g ~ gl of stability

for the trivial solution (the plane interface) is

caused by the presence of surface tension T.

In Theorem 5, we have indicated real or pure

imaginary elgenvaluea{Ap} as contrastedwith the

statement in Sec. V. We can get this refinement by

aPPealing to the arguments of Sec. VI relative to

Eqs. (6.14).

The last theorem summarizesSec. VI in which

all of the previous considerationsare recast in

terms of an arc-lengthvariable. We use arc length

along the one-dimenaionalinterface as one of the

space variables, replacing x. This enables us to

evolve branches of eigenfunctionsthat will repre-

sent interface ahapes which are single-valued

functions. With x as independentvariable, the

double-valuedfunctions, which eventually appear in

the branches, are shown in Fig. 12. With arc

length as variable, these can be specified as

single-valuedfunctions. If we specify a fixed

periodicity in the arc-lengthvariable, namely Aa,

we find, however, that the x-periodicity,namely A,

shrinks aa we evolve the branches; we have A ex-

pressed by Eq. (6.2). Yet this situationmay be

analogous to that which ariaes in a spherically

symmetric or cylindricallysymmetric geometry. Here

a apace period Aa is actually imposed by the geometry

along the arc length of the interface.

With the arc-length formulation,we have the

following.

Theorem 6: The problem in Eqs. (6.5), which are Eqs.

(3.1) reformulated in terms of arc length and with

fixed periodicity along this arc-lengthvariable, has

continuous branches of nontrivial solutions bifurca-

ting from the trivial solution at the discrete valuea

().1 2m7r2g=g
m o ii- ‘m=1’2’3’”””” ‘hem’th

r --- ,

branch bifurc~tes at g = gm. In contrast with

Theorem 2, the bifurcation of these branches is to

the right. The firat branch that starts at g = gl

is stable to small perturbationsof period Aa, or

integer division thereof,Aa being the base period.

The trivial solution is stable in the interval

(O,gl),and the first branch asaumes and continues

this atability into the region g ~ gl (there is an

“exchange of stabilities”). As functions of x, the

shapes of the interfacesare as indicated in Fig.

12a through d, except that the periodicity ia A =

x(Aa). All solutions are single valued in terms of

the arc-lengthvariables. The branches return to

the trivial solution as g + CO.

One can envisage two main lines in which this

work will be extended: steady atate and time evolu-

tionary. We have herein treated the steady-state

problem of Superposed Flow under the assumptionsof

no viscosity, no compressibility,and no rotational

flow. The steady-stateproblem should be treated

with viscosity. Further, the problem should be

treated with rigid wall boundary conditions, as is

possible with viscosity. Multiple interface prob-

lems could be considered in the steady state. The

steady-statecylindricallyand spherically symmetric

problems should certainly merit attention.

Again, the time evolutionaryproblem is of

prime importance,and though we dealt with the

steady-statecase in this report, we did not do so

apart from the time-evolutionaryproblem. In the

introductionwe tried to show how the steady state

is a part of the time evolutionaryproblem by a

simple example. When we studied stability,we were

taking up the time-evolutionaryproblem, if in a

special way. We have found solution branchea which

the time-varyingsolution la either attracted to, or

is repelled from, aa the case may be. Even a

!

.
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solutionbranch with “m degrees of instability”

is attractive for initial data in subspaces of co-

dimensionm.

Our chief ambition is to eolve and describe the

solutionsof the time-evolutionaryproblem, and to

do so in a satisfyingway. Several avenuea present

themselves. We shall ultimately handle this problam,

With reference to this report, we must decide

which formulationis worth extending in the time-

wise sense: the rectilinearvariable formulation,

or the arc-lengthvariable, fixed arc-length period,

formulation. This may await the study of the spher-

icallysymmetric steady-statecase.
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